
creating new jobs from start-up 
generation and technology transfer



rediscovering the entrepreneurial attitude

“In the caves, we were all self-employed.
Finding food, feeding ourselves. That is how       
human history began.
As civilization came, we suppressed it.
We became labor because they stamped us            
you are labor.”
Muhammad Yunus



who we are

ARCA is a public-private consortium established in 2003 by:
# University of Palermo
# Associazione Sintesi
# Easy Integrazione di Sistemi (a private consulting 

company)



what we do

We run a business incubator located inside the university campus of 
Palermo. 
In our incubator, knowledge intensive companies promoted by students, 
researchers and professors find the ideal place to start the business. 
We offer location, basic services, advanced consultancy, lab premises. 
A wide business network gives the start-ups full access to public and 
private strategic partnerships.



an unofficial definition by Laura, 10 years old
“L’incubatore ARCA è un progetto (secondo me un gran bel progetto) avviato dallo Stato. Serve ad aiutare 
finanziariamente (e anche in altri modi) le piccole aziende e i loro ideatori che vogliono farsi strada nell’intricato 
commercio italiano. Tutte le grandi aziende iniziano da un piccolo progetto, un ‘idea o anche un sogno. Prendendo 
ad esempio un famoso prodotto - la Coca Cola - i suoi inventori avranno pure iniziato vendendo limonata a 50 
cent esimi su un tavolino, e guardate dove sono andati a finire.
Oltre alle piccole aziende, aiuta anche inventori o ragazzi giovani usciti freschi freschi dall’Università con un 
mucchio di idee nella testa…”

“The incubator ARCA is a project (in my opinion a very good one) launched by the State. It helps financially 
(and in other ways) small companies and their creators who want to find their way in the complex Italian 
business world. All big companies start from a small project, just an idea or a dream. Let’s take a famous 
product - Coca Cola - its creators must have started selling lemonade on a small desk at 50 cents, and look 
what they have achieved! 
Apart from small companies, it helps also inventors and young guys just out of the University with a 
bunch of ideas in their head…”



finalize business projects from ideas

2005 - 2011

75 ideas selected for 
a proof of concept

250 preliminary ideas 
in the scouting phase

35 company start-ups
about 100 new jobs 
created

MARKET RESEARCH
IPR ADVISE
ENGINEERING
SECTORAL EXPERT 
ADVISE
FINANCIAL PLANNING



supporting the start-up process

# finding financial resources 
# building technology infrastructures
# setting industrial partnerships

# scouting of new
business ideas

# proof of concept  
# technical assistance to  

business plan development 
# feasibility and market analysis

# training on innovation management
# strategic planning
# intellectual property management



the incubator

# located inside the university campus,  
inside the science block

# surface of 1.200 sqm
# 14 office modules for start-up companies
# public area for meetings and educational 

activities
# labs for prototype develoment (simulation, 

3d printing, measure, CAM, electronics)



F. 
Mom

some of our companies



…and their fields of activity
ICT

# eco-design and eco-compatible materials

# wind, geothermal and solar energy

# remote sensing, GIS

# cultural heritage information technologies and diagnostic tools

# medical imaging and biotechnologies

# marine technologies

# mechatronics and advanced manufacturing systems



our funding

# the Italian Ministry for Economic Development supported ARCA from 2004 
to 2010

# the laboratories have been implemented by the University of Palermo 
thanks to a grant from ERDF in 2009.

# from 2011 the Consortium is self financed. Main incomes are from the 
sale of services and the participation to European projects.



our network

# from January 2011 ARCA is a partner of the EEN –
Enterprise Europe Network, funded by the EC under the 
CIP framework programme. EEN helps SMEs developing 
business in new markets, sourcing or licensing new 
technologies, accessing EU finance and EU funding.

# ARCA is hosting TLL Sicily, the regional node of ENoLL, 
the European Network of Living Labs.

# ARCA has partnership agreements with VC investors  
and cooperates with scouting initiatives (Talento delle 
idee by Unicredit, Start up by Banca Intesa), helping 
start-ups along the pathway to market. 

# ARCA is an active member of the Mechatronics District 
of Sicily.



our strategic mid-term project

# we want to counterbalance the lack of industrial 
networks in the area of Palermo, with strategic 
actions aimed to generate complete supply chains 
in innovative markets. We are clustering both 
existing manufacturing companies and high-tech 
startups, and connecting them to R&D 
performers.

# we are actually working on:
# concentrating solar systems (in partnership with 

ENEA)
# remote sensing and UAVs
# automatic systems for retail (vending and 

entertainment machines)
# wind turbines



the supply chain development process…

implementation of 
research & technology lines 
within the incubator ecosystem

technology transfer towards a 
wider pathway: joint product 
design, engineering and 
prototyping

nurturing productive networks 
characterized by the 
coexistence of traditional and 
knowledge intensive 
companies



our efforts for social innovation

# the Mediterranean area is facing very complex problems of social
inclusion, unemployment and local development.

# we believe that digital innovation and growth of entrepreneurial
skills can help social innovation and people inclusion.

# that’s why we are involved in many euromediterranean projects 
and programs that have the aim to apply ICT to generate job 
opportunities and socio-economical development.



for further information

visit 

WWW.CONSORZIOARCA.IT

email

info@consorzioarca.it


